You are invited to the October activities of the Cyprus Pavilion that are co-organized with the Royal Institute of Art Stockholm, Architecture, Mardin Artuklu University, Stalker and EMUVE EU

Friday 28th of October 2016

Cyprus Pavilion at Palazzo Malipiero, San Marco 3198, Campo San Samuele, 30124 Venice, www.contestedfronts.org
Cyprus Pavilion’s October Activities (Friday 28-10-2016)

Morning workshop

10.00. Guided tour of the exhibition by Socrates Stratis, curator of the Cypriot Pavilion
10.45. Presentation of the “Institute of Threshold” project by Pelin Tan, Architecture, Mardin Artuklu University, participator of the Cyprus Pavilion
11.00. Workshop: Playfully engaged in regards to Contested Spaces (board games designed by University of Cyprus students with LU2CY -Laboratory of Urbanism, University of Cyprus-for the “Hands-on Famagusta” project)

Afternoon workshop

13.00. Presentation by Federico Wulff Barreiro and Alice Hiley, EMUVE EU Research by Design Project and EMUVE Unit Urban Lab
13.20. Debate and discussion: Research by Design in crises contexts
15:00. Walk to the Biennale, (starting at Baltic Pavilion, across from the Arsenale Entrance)
18:00. Venice Walk. Led by Lorenzo Romito and Francesco Careri (co-founders, Stalker-Rome)

There will be also a special viewing of the Stalker Rome archive on Thursday the 27th of October, collected during their 4 month residency at the Swiss Institute Rome.
http://www.istitutosvizzero.it/it/eventi/calendario/eventi-roma/1-archivio-in-uso
Contested Fronts
Commoning Practices for Conflict Transformation

Organizers
Ministry of Education and Culture, Republic of Cyprus with Cyprus Architects Association

Sponsors
University of Cyprus, Cyprus Electricity Authority, SEMHEK, Bank of Cyprus, Rotary Club of Famagusta and Nicosia-Salaminas

Main Media Sponsors
Philoleftheros, The Cyprus Weekly